Conference Announcement

Field Experiments in Economics

Location: Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont
Organizers: Jeffrey Carpenter and Glenn Harrison
Major Topics: Economics Experiments
Submission Deadline: 4/26/2003
Send Submissions To: harrison@moore.sc.edu.
Sponsoring Organizations:
For further information contact:
Web Page: http://dmsweb.moore.sc.edu/glenn/field_call.htm

Organizers: Jeffrey Carpenter and Glenn Harrison Economics experiments are expanding past the traditional setting of student participants on college campuses. To examine non-student populations and the effects of framing and culture, researchers have moved the lab from the campus to the field. This conference brings together scholars interested in nontraditional uses of economic experiments. Topics include the definition of field experiments, cultural variation, demographic variation, measurement of behavior, experiments in developing countries, and experiments directed at policy evaluation and development. The main theme will be the relationship between the lab and the field. This relationship will be explored in terms of methodology, procedures, and outcomes. The conference web page provides further information on the conference. The conference does not have a call for papers, but a related volume edited by Carpenter, Harrison and John List is open for submissions (see related announcement at >).
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